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Antenna Meter+Analyze H30E IPTV+WIFI - Antenna
measuring instrument H30E-F

Televes
H30E-F
593505
8424450207659 EAN/GTIN

2133,07 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Antenna measuring device+Analyze H30E IPTV+WIFI H30E-F monitor color, measuring range satellite digital, measuring range terrestrial digital, measuring range BK digital,
generates DiSEqC commands, printer, measured value memory, measured value display monitor, The H30Evolution antenna measuring device combines the advantages of a
portable and a compact measuring device revolutionary functionalities and stands out clearly from the H30Flex. Thanks to the innovative multi-screen support based on
WiFi/Bluetooth, the antenna meter can be remotely controlled via any Android iOS device or PC, offering the flexibility and convenience of a wireless device. To make using the
smartphone even more natural, a universal bracelet for devices up to 6'' is also included in the scope of delivery. H30Evolution is a light, compact and robust device that
includes a variety of functionalities to measure, analyze and test analog or digital DVB-S/S2, DVB-T/T2 or DVB-C signals. This hand-held measuring device can optionally be
subsequently updated with software licenses for additional reception standards and personalized according to the respective needs. Like all other measuring instruments
designed and manufactured entirely in Televes Corporation, the H30Evolution takes advantage of digital processing technology and offers the user a speed of response and
mathematical measurement accuracy equivalent to that of laboratory instruments. The H30Evolution is delivered in a robust transport case with a precisely fitting foam inlay for
the measuring device and accessories
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
** Payment methods may vary from country to country. All prices plus shipping and excluding customs duties or other additional costs (import sales tax) for deliveries

outside the EU.
*** Savings compared to RRP = the manufacturer’s recommended retail price. RRP is the price recommended to retailers by the manufacturer, importer or wholesaler as

a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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